Abstract

This thesis discusses female language features among middle school students in Jakarta International School. According to Penelope Eckert and Sally McConnell – Ginét (2003: 158), there are eight female language features. Based on the theory, the writer tries to identify whether the features are also used among middle school students. Next, the writer analyses which feature is commonly used among the students. Having analysed the features, the writer relates the mostly used feature to the function in Janet Holmes’ (2001: 258) book.

The writer did some observations in Jakarta International School, especially to the female middle school students. A total of 58 students from class six until eight were observed. There were three main hang out places, the corridor near the middle school office, corridor near the cafeteria and the seats near aula. She noted down the words included in the features as data to analyse later.

From the eight female language features, there were only five features that could be identified during the conversation. Those features were boosters, hedges, tag questions, conventional politeness and rising intonation. The result showed that the highest number of occurrence was Boosters. Boosters had two functions, which were expressive and referential.

In this research paper, the writer wants to share her experience in observation and provides the result of the observation. In the future, the writer would be really glad to know that readers can learn to have better methods in observation to earn better result.

Keywords: Female language features, functions of speech.
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